Tfl The Story Of The London Underground
Getting the books tfl the story of the london underground now is not type of
challenging means. You could not and no-one else going in the same way as ebook
addition or library or borrowing from your associates to door them. This is an
categorically simple means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This
online broadcast tfl the story of the london underground can be one of the
options to accompany you past having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. tolerate me, the e-book will categorically expose
you other concern to read. Just invest little mature to gain access to this online message tfl the story of the london underground as capably as evaluation
them wherever you are now.

London Under Peter Ackroyd 2011-11-01 In this vividly descriptive short study,
Peter Ackroyd tunnels down through the geological layers of London, meeting the
creatures that dwell in darkness and excavating the lore and mythology beneath
the surface. There is a Bronze Age trackway below the Isle of Dogs, Anglo-Saxon
graves rest under St. Pauls, and the monastery of Whitefriars lies beneath
Fleet Street. To go under London is to penetrate history, and Ackroyd's book is
filled with the stories unique to this underworld: the hydraulic device used to
lower bodies into the catacombs in Kensal Green cemetery; the door in the
plinth of the statue of Boadicea on Westminster Bridge that leads to a huge
tunnel packed with cables for gas, water, and telephone; the sulphurous fumes
on the Underground's Metropolitan Line. Highly imaginative and delightfully
entertaining, London Under is Ackroyd at his best.
The National Archives: the Buildings That Made London David Long 2018-03-08
Take an incredible journey through the streets of London and see beautiful
buildings as you've never seen them before! An elegant horizon of historic
masterpieces mixed with sleek modern skyscrapers, the familiar London skyline
seems to change every year. Using original architectural drawings from The
National Archives brought to life by stunning artwork by Josie Shenoy, discover
the rich heritage of some of London's most iconic buildings. Watch Buckingham
Palace transform from a large country house into an opulent palace, spot Henry
VII playing tennis on the lawn of Hampton Court Palace and get lost in the Palm
House at Kew, London's very own tropical rainforest. This beautiful book from
Blue Peter Award-winning author David Long and exceptionally talented artist
Josie Shenoy is a historical kaleidoscope celebrating the magnificent buildings
that made London.
Down the Tube Christian Wolmar 2002 Reforming the London Underground has become
a massive political issue. Christian Wolmar examines government policy past and
present, and presents a bleak vision of the future effects of the Treasury's
ideas for a public/private partnership.
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The Transport for London Puzzle Book Dr Gareth Moore 2020-10-22 Test your
knowledge and get to know the real London. Can you find your way from Bond
Street to Kentish Town on a word ladder? Can you crack a 1950s underground
code? Puzzle your way across London with this official TfL quiz book and over
200 word puzzles, cryptic clues, number games, anagrams and spot-the-difference
challenges. Explore the capital from a whole new point of view, through the
maps, posters and other fascinating artifacts of the iconic Underground, stored
in Transport for London’s archive.
Hidden London David Bownes 2019-09-03 Travel under the streets of London with
this lavishly illustrated exploration of abandoned, modified, and reused
Underground tunnels, stations, and architecture.
London Underground By Design Mark Ovenden 2019-05-09 Since its establishment
150 years ago as the world's first urban subway, the London Underground has
continuously set a benchmark for design that many transit systems around the
world - from New York to Tokyo to Moscow and beyond - have followed. London
Underground by Design is the first meticulous study of every aspect of that
feat. Beginning in the pioneering Victorian age, Mark Ovenden charts the
evolution of architecture, branding, typeface, map design, interior and textile
styles, posters, signage and graphic design and how all these came together to
shape not just the identity of the Underground, but the character of London
itself. This is the story of some of the most celebrated figures in design
history - from Frank Pick, the guru who conceptualised the design of the modern
Tube with his idea of 'design fit for purpose', to Harry Beck, the creator of
the Tube map, and from Marion Dorn, one of the leading textile designers of the
20th Century, to Edward Johnston, creator of the distinctive font that bears
his name. Rich with stunning illustrations, London Underground by Design shows
that design is about more than aesthetic pleasure, but is crucial to how we get
around.
Underground David Bownes 2012 A lavishly illustrated book with a cast of
characters encompassing entrepreneurs, architects, politicians and passengers.
David Bownes, Oliver Green and Sam Mullins draw on previously unused sources
and images to produce a new history that celebrates the crucial role of the
Underground in the creation and everyday life of modern London. Blending social
history with the story of the pioneering engineers, designers, and social
reformers who created the system, London Underground 150 reflects on the
problems of keeping a fast growing city on the move. From providing access to
the business heart of the Victorian City of London to the leisure delights of
the Edwardian West End, through the growth of the suburbs and the vital role of
the Underground as shelter during the Blitz, the story continues through urban
regeneration to the challenge of upgrading the original network to meet the
needs of the 21st century. Looking at its impact on the city itself, the
authors also consider how the London Underground led the way in world metro
systems; what made the 1920s and 30s such an incredibly inventive era for
design, and why paying for the Tube has always been a challenge.
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A History of Capitalism According to the Jubilee Line John O'Farrell 2013 John
O'Farrell, author of The Man Who Forgot His Wife, An Utterly Impartial History
of Britain and Things Can Only Get Better, turns his comedic genius to the
problem of capitalism, encapsulated in a Tube train full of passengers stuck
underground - part of a series of twelve books tied to the twelve lines of the
London Underground, as Tfl celebrates 150 years of the Tube with Penguin Also
available in a boxset 'Authors include the masterly John Lanchester, the
children of Kids Company, comic John O'Farrell and social geographer Danny
Dorling. Ranging from the polemical to the fantastical, the personal to the
societal, they offer something for every taste. All experience the city as a
cultural phenomenon and notice its nature and its people. Read individually
they're delightful small reads, pulled together they offer a particular
portrait of a global city' Evening Standard 'Exquisitely diverse' The Times
'Eclectic and broad-minded ... beautifully designed' Tom Cox, Observer 'A
fascinating collection with a wide range of styles and themes. The design
qualities are excellent, as you might expect from Penguin with a consistent
look and feel while allowing distinctive covers for each book. This is a very
pleasing set of books' A Common Reader blog 'The contrasts and transitions
between books are as stirring as the books themselves ... A multidimensional
literary jigsaw' Londonist 'A series of short, sharp, city-based vignettes some personal, some political and some pictorial ... each inimitable author
finds that our city is complicated but ultimately connected, full of wit, and
just the right amount of grit' Fabric Magazine 'A collection of beautiful
books' Grazia [Praise for John O'Farrell]: 'Comic genius' Mirror 'A
consistently humorous writer' Mail on Sunday John O'Farrell is the bestselling
author of four novels, including The Man Who Forgot His Wife. He has also
written comic non-fiction such as An Utterly Impartial History of Britain, the
political memoir, Things Can Only Get Better and three collections of his
popular Guardian column.
London's Underground Oliver Green 2019-09-24 It is impossible to imagine London
without the Tube: the beating heart of the city, the Underground shuttles over
a billion passengers each year below its busy streets and across its leafy
suburbs. The distinctive roundel, colour-coded maps and Johnston typeface have
become design classics, recognised and imitated worldwide. Opening in 1863, the
first sections were operated by steam engines, yet throughout its long history
the Tube has been at the forefront of contemporary design, pioneering building
techniques, electrical trains and escalators, and business planning. Architects
such as Leslie W. Green and Charles Holden developed a distinctively English
version of Modernism, and the latest stations for the Jubilee line extension,
Overground and Elizabeth line carry this aesthetic forward into the twentyfirst century. In this major work published in association with Transport for
London, Tube expert Oliver Green traces the history of the Underground,
following its troubles and triumphs, its wartime and peacetime work, and the
essential part it has played in shaping London’s economy, geography, tourism
and identity. Specially commissioned photography by Benjamin Graham (UK
Landscape Photographer of the Year 2017) brings the story to life in vivid
portraits of London Underground’s stations, tunnels and trains.
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Daniel Buren: Underground Eleanor Pinfield 2017-01-24 This book tells the story
of the first permanent artwork in the UK by the renowned artist Daniel Buren
(born 1938), widely considered France?s greatest living artist and one of the
most significant contributors to the conceptual art movement. Commissioned by
Art on the 'Underground', Buren has created a new permanent installation at
Tottenham Court Road station in the center of London, famously the location of
extensive 1980s mosaics by Eduardo Paolozzi. The artwork, which is set to be
completed in late 2016, will become a major feature of the two new entrances
and ticket hall of the redesigned station. A conversation between Buren and Tim
Marlow walk the reader through the Tottenham Court Road installation and
discuss it alongside his other public transport works, while a text by Hans
Ulrich Obrist places the work in the context of Buren?s wider practice since
the 1960s. More than a rare monograph in English on one of the most influential
international artists of recent decades, this volume also takes the reader on
the fascinating journey from initial artistic concept through to realized
physical form in the public realm.
The Aldwych Branch Antony Badsey-Ellis 2009-02-01 Although just a quarter of a
mile long, the Underground between Holborn and Aldwychwas a hopeless enterprise
from the early 20th century beginnings and never covered its costs. This title
presents the story of this disused branch of the underground.
All on the Board All on the Board 2020-11-26 A BOOK TO BRIGHTEN YOUR DAY - A
GIFT OF HOPE, COMFORT, POSITIVITY, OPENNESS AND LOVE FOR ANY OCCASION INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES FROM THE TFL UNDERGOUND DUO Transport for London employees
and dynamic masked duo, All on the Board (aka Jeremy and Ian), made it their
mission to bring smiles to the faces of London commuters through writing
creative messages, quotes and poems on the underground's service information
boards. 'We were tired of looking at a board that just said keep right and
thought can't we do something a bit more fun?'. Fast-forward 3 years, they've
grown a community of 750,000+ online fans and have a plethora of celebrity
supporters. Through their magical words, they've marked momentous occasions,
celebrated countless artists, legends and heroes, raised awareness of mental
health and hidden illnesses and sprinkled thousands of our daily journeys with
positivity, humour and love. Their kind messages remind us all that we're in it
together and now, with their beautiful, colourful collection of quotes, stories
and drawings you can add joy to your day wherever you are and however you're
feeling. CHAPTERS INCLUDE: Positively Positive, Raising Awareness, Love, Always
Remembered, Random Pleasures & Simple Treasures, Mental Health, Legends, Real
Life Heroes, Occasions & Celebrations, London, In It Together 'During the
darkest days of lockdown your positively uplifting words never failed to put a
smile on my face. Thank you for the inspiration and love that you spread. Don't
ever stop lifting us with your unique brand of joy and humour.' - TESS DALY
'All On The Board just show how much we need to feel connected... you often say
exactly what we need to hear at exactly the right time. Always positive, always
kind. You make me smile. Sometimes you've made me cry. Keep doing what you are
doing . . . we are so very grateful for you.' - DAVINA MCCALL
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Central Line Series Charlotte Bonham Carter 2012 Documents the ambitious
programme of temporary commissions that took place along the London
Underground's Central line from 2011 to 2012. Artworks featured take the theme
of 'communication' as a starting point to explore ideas around interaction,
engagement and exchange, in the context of the Central line, and specific
locations along the line.
Writing & Illuminating, & Lettering Edward Johnston 1925
London Underground Electric Train Piers Connor 2015-09-30 The London
Underground Electric Train tells the story of the development of electric
traction on the London Underground system. It combines technical knowledge,
historical context and practical experiences, and covers the history of
underground lines since the opening of the first deep-level underground rail
system in the world in 1890: the City & South London Railway. The evolution of
train design, including power, lighting, heating and design of the Underground
cars is also covered along with the development of operational, engineering and
safety devices on trains. Highly illustrated with period and new photography
and technical diagrams, this book is a reference work for electric traction and
underground rail enthusiasts.
Why Do Shepherds Need a Bush? David Hilliam 2010-12-26 This entertaining book
will ensure that you will never view your normal journey to work in the same
way again. The names of the 300 or so London underground stations are part of
the everyday landscape for the Londoners, who strap-hang their way across the
capital. We hardly ever question their meanings or origins - yet these wellknown names are linked with fascinating stories of bygone times.
One Thing Leads to Another Everything is Connected Charlotte Bonham Carter 2012
This title documents and celebrates the commissioned artworks along the Jubilee
Line, intended to enhance the experience of travelling on the Tube.
The 32 Stops Danny Dorling 2013 Geographer Danny Dorling tells the stories of
the people who live along The 32 Stops of the Central Line to illustrate the
extent and impact of inequality in Britain today - part of a series of twelve
books tied to the twelve lines of the London Underground, as Tfl celebrates 150
years of the Tube with PenguinAlso available in a boxset'Social geographer
Danny Dorling has produced the most densely factual book, not about the Tube
itself, but the living conditions of those above ... This book is an eye-opener
about London now'Evening Standard'The 32 Stops animates statistics,
extrapolating sociological data into pithy vignettes of life along the Central
Line' The Times'Authors include the masterly John Lanchester, the children of
Kids Company, comic John O'Farrell and social geographer Danny Dorling. Ranging
from the polemical to the fantastical, the personal to the societal, they offer
something for every taste. All experience the city as a cultural phenomenon and
notice its nature and its people. Read individually they're delightful small
reads, pulled together they offer a particular portrait of a global city'
Evening Standard'Exquisitely diverse' The Times'Eclectic and broad-minded ...
tfl-the-story-of-the-london-underground
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beautifully designed' Tom Cox, Observer'A fascinating collection with a wide
range of styles and themes. The design qualities are excellent, as you might
expect from Penguin with a consistent look and feel while allowing distinctive
covers for each book. This is a very pleasing set of books' A Common Reader
blog'The contrasts and transitions between books are as stirring as the books
themselves ... A multidimensional literary jigsaw' Londonist'A series of short,
sharp, city-based vignettes - some personal, some political and some pictorial
... each inimitable author finds that our city is complicated but ultimately
connected, full of wit, and just the right amount of grit' Fabric Magazine'A
collection of beautiful books' Grazia'Geographer royal by appointment to the
left' Simon JenkinsDanny Dorling is Professor for the Public Understanding of
Social Science at Sheffield University. He is the honorary president of the
Society of Cartographers. In 2009 he was awarded the Gold Award of the
Geographical Association and the Back Award of the Royal Geographical Society.
He has advised government and the Office for National Statistics on matters
relating to the census. His previous books include So You Think You Know About
Britain? and Fair Play.
ZSL Big Cats Michael Cox 2012 This highly engaging information book makes the
world of exotic animals accessible to young readers. Packed with amazing facts,
stories and high interest information about each of the big cats covered, each
spread is accompanied by quirky full-colour, annotated illustrations and
amazing photography. Focusing on animals found at London and Whipsnade Zoos and
in the wild, readers will learn everything about big cat characteristics,
habitats, and where they are found. Each title will contain fascinating feature
spreads including conservation information, evolution facts and animal atlases,
as well as big cat statistics and quirky and amazing big cat facts.
Labyrinth Louise Coysh 2014-10-06 London's underground railways are an
expression of the spread and diversity of the most international of capitals.
Indeed, for many Londoners, the subterranean network is the very essence of the
city, its arteries carrying the pulse of urban life from the heart of the
metropolis out to its farthest extremities and beyond. How to capture that
breadth in one work of art? How to celebrate a single system while also
reflecting the millions of lives that it transports every day? That was the
challenge facing Turner Prize-winning artist Mark Wallinger. His response was
to create a vast, permanent work of public art across the entire network,
layered with rich cultural and historical references. In each of the
Underground's 270 stations, he placed a uniquely designed labyrinth, an ancient
symbol representing spiritual and imaginative voyages akin to the countless
circuitous journeys made on the Tube. Designed by the award-winning studio
Rose, Labyrinth: A Journey Through London's Underground by Mark Wallinger is a
compelling record of this extraordinary project. But more than that, it is also
a vivid celebration of the London Underground and of London itself. Striking
photographs of all the labyrinths in situ reveal the diverse face and fabric of
the network and its users, while fascinating 'I-never-knew-that' facts about
each station and their surrounds bring surprising perspectives to the daily
commute. Transport historian Christian Wolmar tells the story of the emergence
tfl-the-story-of-the-london-underground
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and development of London's subterranean rail network and the important role it
has played in shaping the metropolis and those who live in it. Novelist Will
Self responds to Wallinger's piece with a personal reflection that takes us
into the depths of memory and through the disorientating effects of urban life;
while writer and academic Marina Warner, in conversation with the artist,
explores the historical and mythological significance of the labyrinth and
places the project in the context of Wallinger's practice. Much more than a
document of the creation of a work of art, this book is also a unique portrait
of a system that keeps London going, the very lifeblood upon which it depends
and thrives.
What's in a Name? Cyril M. Harris 1979
The London Underground Activity Book Samantha Meredith 2012-12-01 Celebrating
150 years of brilliant Underground history \- this book is packed with puzzles,
quizzes and games \- with cool things to make and amazing facts and stories
about London's iconic Tube system. Full of extraordinary tales of sheltering
during the Blitz, fascinating 'lost' Underground stations, mysterious
hauntings, and much more.
All Aboard the London Bus Patty Toht 2017-05-04 Come! Board the London Bus and
see the London sights with us. At any time, hop off, explore! Then climb back
on, and ride some more… As a family of four spend a day exploring London, fun,
child-friendly poems introduce readers to our wonderful capital city, and all
its secrets. Well-known landmarks like Buckingham Palace, Big Ben and the
London Eye, plus inescapable features like rain and taking tea, all get Patty
Toht's witty treatment. Non-fiction facts provide more information about the
subjects, while rising star Sam Usher brings them to life with his signature
style and humour. This gorgeous celebration of London will be loved by both
tourists and those who call the city home.
Mr. Beaston’S Guide to Commuting on the London Underground Anon 2015-08-14 This
book looks at public transport in London, its proper use, and much more. Here
are the men who built the early tubes, fraud, rivalry, crime, accidents,
ghosts, and the supernatural on and off the Underground, travelling in short
skirts and other essential information for the professional commuter. But
London and London Underground do not exist in a vacuum. So this book also looks
at anarchists and terrorists, observations on economics, housing, sexuality the
rural situation and overseas to Georgia, Cossacks, and more. This book is not
for the squeamish, neither is London. This is proper London.
A Logo for London David Lawrence 2013-09-17 The London Transport bar and circle
– also known as the bulls-eye or roundel – is an icon of commercial design.
Over the last century it has come to represent not only London's transport
network but also the city itself. Rare for the logo of a large organization,
the symbol is often perceived as being 'cool', and its influence has extended
into many other fields, including fashion, pop music and counter-culture. This
fascinating book charts the history and development of the symbol from the
tfl-the-story-of-the-london-underground
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early 20th century to the present day, and explores its use across the
company's many activities, as well as its wide-ranging cultural influence.
Richly illustrated with poster artworks, photographs and other graphic material
from the London Transport Museum archives, the book features numerous inventive
uses of the logo, many of them previously unpublished.
Awesome Engineering Skyscrapers Sally Spray 2018 Follow the development of
skyscrapers, as they have grown taller and taller, and more fantastical through
engineering skill, design and ambition.
TfL: the Story of the London Underground David Long 2019-10-17
Derelict London: All New Edition Paul Talling 2019-07-11
______________________________ The huge word-of-mouth bestseller – completely
updated for 2019 THE LONDON THAT TOURISTS DON’T SEE Look beyond Big Ben and
past the skyscrapers of the Square Mile, and you will find another London. This
is the land of long-forgotten tube stations, burnt-out mansions and gently
decaying factories. Welcome to DERELICT LONDON: a realm whose secrets are all
around us, visible to anyone who cares to look . . . Paul Talling – our bestloved investigator of London’s underbelly – has spent over fifteen years
uncovering the stories of this hidden world. Now, he brings together 100 of his
favourite abandoned places from across the capital: many of them more
magnificent, more beautiful and more evocative than you can imagine. Covering
everything from the overgrown stands of Leyton Stadium to the windswept alleys
of the Aylesbury Estate, DERELICT LONDON reveals a side of the city you never
knew existed. It will change the way you see London.
______________________________ PRAISE FOR THE DERELICT LONDON PROJECT
‘Fascinating images showing some of London’s eeriest derelict sites show
another side to the busy, built-up capital.’ Daily Mail ‘Talling has managed to
show another side to the capital, one of abandoned buildings that somehow
retain a sense of beauty.’ Metro ‘Excellent . . . As much as it is an
inadvertent vision of how London might look after a catastrophe, DERELICT
LONDON is valuable as a document of the one going on right in front of us.’ New
Statesman ‘From the iconic empty shell of Battersea Power Station to the buried
‘ghost’ stations of the London Underground, the city is peppered with decaying
buildings. Paul Talling knows these places better than anyone in the capital.’
Daily Express ‘[London has an] unusual (and deplorable) number of abandoned
buildings. Paul Talling’s surprise bestseller, DERELICT LONDON, is their shabby
Pevsner.’ Daily Telegraph ______________________________
London Underground
Tube Life Mirrorpix 2018-09-17 The London Underground has always been key to
the lives of Londoners, from when its stations and stairwells offered refuge
from the barrage of the Blitz through to its unique ability across the years to
transport people safely all around the capital. It has remained strong in the
face of devastation, surviving horrors like the Moorgate Tube crash and the 7/7
bombings. An icon throughout the world, the Tube is as resilient as any
tfl-the-story-of-the-london-underground
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Londoner, and is the thread that holds the capital together. These stunning
photographs from the Mirrorpix archives present its changing face over time.
The Railway Adventures Vicki Pipe 2018-10-16 Railway revelations and brilliant
new trips. The railways are one of our finest engineering legacies - a web of
routes connecting people to each other and to a vast network of world-class
attractions. It is also the best route to enjoying the landscape of Great
Britain. Within these pages Vicki Pipe and Geoff Marshall from All the Stations
(YouTube transport experts and survivors of a crowd-funded trip to visit all
the stations in the UK) help you discover the hidden stories that lie behind
branch lines, as well as meeting the people who fix the engines and put the
trains to bed. Embark on unknown routes, disembark at unfamiliar stations,
explore new places and get to know the communities who keep small stations and
remote lines alive. Please note this is a fixed-format ebook with colour images
and may not be well-suited for older e-readers.
All On The Board All on the Board 2020-11-26 A BOOK TO BRIGHTEN YOUR DAY - A
GIFT OF HOPE, COMFORT, POSITIVITY, OPENNESS AND LOVE FOR ANY OCCASION INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES FROM THE TFL UNDERGOUND DUO Transport for London employees
and dynamic masked duo, All on the Board (aka Jeremy and Ian), made it their
mission to bring smiles to the faces of London commuters through writing
creative messages, quotes and poems on the underground's service information
boards. 'We were tired of looking at a board that just said "keep right" and
thought can't we do something a bit more fun?'. Fast-forward 3 years, they've
grown a community of 750,000+ online fans and have a plethora of celebrity
supporters. Through their magical words, they've marked momentous occasions,
celebrated countless artists, legends and heroes, raised awareness of mental
health and hidden illnesses and sprinkled thousands of our daily journeys with
positivity, humour and love. Their kind messages remind us all that we're in it
together and now, with their beautiful, colourful collection of quotes, stories
and drawings you can add joy to your day wherever you are and however you're
feeling. CHAPTERS INCLUDE: Positively Positive, Raising Awareness, Love, Always
Remembered, Random Pleasures & Simple Treasures, Mental Health, Legends, Real
Life Heroes, Occasions & Celebrations, London, In It Together 'During the
darkest days of lockdown your positively uplifting words never failed to put a
smile on my face. Thank you for the inspiration and love that you spread. Don't
ever stop lifting us with your unique brand of joy and humour.' - TESS DALY
'All On The Board just show how much we need to feel connected... you often say
exactly what we need to hear at exactly the right time. Always positive, always
kind. You make me smile. Sometimes you've made me cry. Keep doing what you are
doing . . . we are so very grateful for you.' - DAVINA MCCALL
Survivors David Long 2016-10-25 Winner of the Best Book With Facts Blue Peter
Book Award 2017. Amazing real-life stories about extreme survival. Beautifully
presented in a large, paperback format, and fully illustrated in colour
throughout, this wonderful anthology is a treat for all the family. Be shocked
and amazed by these incredible real-life stories of extreme survival, including
. . . The Man Who Sucked Blood from a Shark, a sailor who survived for 133 days
tfl-the-story-of-the-london-underground
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on a raft in the Atlantic when his ship was torpedoed, using shark's blood in
place of fresh water. The Girl Who Fell From the Sky, a teenager who fell 2
miles from an aeroplane and trekked through the Amazon jungle to safety. The
Woman Who Froze to Death - Yet Lived, a woman who was trapped under freezing
water for so long her heart stopped. Four hours later, medics managed to warm
her blood enough to revive her. Combining classic tales such as Ernest
Shackleton's Antarctic voyage, as well as more modern exploits such as the
adventurer who inspired the movie 127 Hours, these astonishing stories will be
retold by young readers to all of their friends. 'A gorgeously presented
hardback book, full of incredible real-life stories of extreme survival . . .
Ultimately an inspirational book, beautifully illustrated.' Angels and Urchins
'True-story fans will love this.' Inis Children's Books Ireland 'A wonderful
mixture of the scariness of peril and the glorious uplift of survival. It's
insightful, inspirational and all absolutely true.' Bookbag
Underground Uijung Kim 2020-06-09 Find out about world cities and their
underground systems in this fun search-and-find book.
London by Design London Transport Museum 2016-06-23 Curated and designed by the
experts at The London Transport Museum, this collection showcases London's 100
greatest transport design icons from the past 150 years. From TfL's exclusive
Johnston font; Westminster Station's ground breaking architecture; Paolozzi's
Tottenham Court Road Station mosaics; the classic S-Stock Underground train;
Henry Beck's original tube map, and even Oxford Circus' 'Scramble Crossing', to
the Black Cab, and the Routemaster - old and new - London by Design delivers
behind-the-scenes analysis of these iconic designs from industry experts,
accompanied throughout by beautiful images, drawings, artwork and photography,
from the London Transport Museum's archive. This beautiful book is a ideal for
any art, architecture or design lover, as well as any passionate Londoner or
tourist to our world-famous capital.
Jet the Rescue Dog David Long 2014-09-02 As mascots, messengers, rat-catchers
and even spies, animals have long marched into war alongside servicemen and
women. Dogs, horses, cats (even birds, camels and elephants) have saved
thousands of lives through instinct, intelligence, courage and devotion. Like
Jet, a dog who searched through ruins during the Blitz bombings to find
survivors, or Sergeant Stubby, a dog who caught a spy. Or the pigeons who
braved hurricanes, hawks and even snipers to help during WWII ... Engaging,
uplifting and deeply moving, Jet the Rescue Dog tells the stories of these
brave, silent heroes with sensitivity and gentle humour for readers age 8+.
With black and white illustrations throughout.
Seats of London Andrew Martin 2019-09
London Underground Serial Killer: The Life of Kieran Kelly Geoff Platt
2016-08-30 The full story of the life and times of Kieran Patrick Kelly, the
London Underground Serial Killer, who wandered up and down the Northern Line of
the London Underground between 1960 and 1983, pushing innocent people that he
tfl-the-story-of-the-london-underground
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had never met under trains, and who finished up killing over thirty people. The
book provides a full biography of Kelly, discussing the details of his crimes,
his victims and his ability to evade justice; he managed to secure mistrials or
acquittals in twenty-five trials before being eventually convicted and
sentenced to die to prison, which he did in Durham, in 2001. It could be argued
that Kelly is the most investigated serial killer in the history of the world.
His murders were investigated as they occurred between 1953 and 1983; they were
reinvestigated in 1983 and again in 2015. The author of this book played major
roles in the two latter inquiries, conducting the entire inquiry in 1983 and
acting as a consultant to the 2015 inquiry. More is known about Kelly than any
other serial killer in history. He was arrested before he had finished killing,
then murdered his cellmate in the police station and was interviewed by the
author ten minutes after this final murder, before spending the next two years
discussing his crimes and his motivations with the author. The end result is a
truly unique insight into the mind of a serial killer!
The Tunnel Through Time Gillian Tindall 2016-09-01 Crossrail, the ‘Elizabeth’
line, is simply the latest way of traversing a very old east–west route through
what was once countryside to the city and out again. Visiting Stepney,
Liverpool Street, Tottenham Court Road and Oxford Street, Gillian Tindall
traces the course of many of these historical journeys across time as well as
space. The Tunnel Through Time uncovers the lives of those who walked where
many of our streets still run. These people spoke the names of ancient farms,
manors and slums that now belong to our squares and tube stations. They endured
the cycle of the seasons as we do; they ate, drank, worked and laughed in what
are essentially the same spaces we occupy today. As Tindall expertly shows,
destruction and renewal are a constant rhythm in London’s story.
Underground, Overground Andrew Martin 2012-04-26 Why is the Victoria Line so
hot? What is an Electrical Multiple Unit? Is it really possible to ride from
King's Cross to King's Cross on the Circle line? The London Underground is the
oldest, most sprawling and illogical metropolitan transport system in the
world, the result of a series of botch-jobs and improvisations.Yet it
transports over one billion passengers every year - and this figure is rising.
It is iconic, recognised the world over, and loved and despised by Londoners in
equal measure. Blending reportage, humour and personal encounters, Andrew
Martin embarks on a wonderfully engaging social history of London's underground
railway system (which despite its name, is in fact fifty-five per cent
overground). Underground, Overground is a highly enjoyable, witty and
informative history of everything you need to know about the Tube.
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